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Words of our Beloved Prophet

On April 1st, during the celebration in Geneva, taken from notes.

started to fly, without a parachute.

« Good morning to you my seagull friends.
So happy to live with you this anniversary of the creation of
the first Human Being or of the first seagull, which had
within itself, just like you chose to have it, the potential to
stop trampling in its droppings, but instead elevate itself
and realize that when one flies, one has less chance to
have one’s feet in the « shit ». To fly is actually the only
way to not have one’s feet in the shit; and this is why you
have decided to fly as one day you saw a strange man
dressed in white who was flying while everybody was
saying : « He is crazy, we are meant to have our feet in
the shit ». You saw him, you listened to him and you

The more you elevate yourself, the more you feel like doing it and the bigger the difference, the gap,
between those who fly and those who swarm in the shit; the higher we fly, the further we are from those
who trample like frogs and toads, and the more they find us bizarre, the more we may have this illusion of
a strange sensation which may push us to say: “Are we right ?” “Should we go back to the shit to be like
everybody else?” This is then that our conscience needs to bring us back to the truth which is that the more
different we are from those who are at the “poo” level, the closer we are from the truth.
In other words, if our teachings, your Prophet and our philosophy were becoming accepted by all and that
instead of being 200 in this room, we were 10,000 , we should be worried as it would mean that there is a
big chance that it has dropped to the level of the dung. Do not succumb to the temptation which is to
say: “we should be in a stadium with 10,000 people after 32 years!” Please don’t think that way, I would be
worried if we had a queue out there of 10,000 people, I would say: “oops, my teaching has dropped to the
level of the dung.”
Our philosophical soaring can only exist if it is prophetical and thus, if we have some
advance. A Prophet who says what happens today is a false Prophet. A Prophet who
attracts you to the future and who has not one but thousands, tens of thousands of
advances, to make you dream an impossible dream; to show you a reality that the
most gifted amongst us will see in about 50 years, that Prophet is a true Prophet.
But the one who prophesizes what will happen tomorrow morning at 8:30am, he is
more likely to be just capable of being elected as a representative of the Wallis
County J ( FYI: Wallis is a region of Switzerland where representatives have been mean to our Beloved
Prophet)
Your Prophet flies high, so high that the frogs and the toads cannot see him where he is. Even with the
most powerful radio-telescopes, they cannot see him. You, you can see him because you fly with him. It is
the only way to see him. No telescope, no satellite can approach these heights as when one is in the “shit”
one cannot see the Truth, even with glasses. On top of that the glasses may be dirty J
The only means to see the truth is to elevate oneself, it is to have the trigger that make you say: “what
about trying ?” and you did it. But do not succumb! I know you are tempted and it is normal, a kind of
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vertigo from the altitude which makes you say : “ yes fine, but I feel a little lonely and we should be
thousands ;

am I right?” Do not succumb, unless you really feel like going down to the shit. But you can go and visit.
There are chances that this will give you the desire to climb back real quick.
It is a temptation which made some of you fall already but you came back quick, because once we taste
the bliss of altitude, the frog’s level is not fun to live at anymore, anyway, not too long, especially since it
stinksJ
I would like you to enjoy the supreme delight to be just a few, instead of suffering from it. Take the fact
that only a few people have the capacity to join us as a privilege and not like a reason to moan. Be full of
joy and if some amongst your leaders loose hope, you have to kick their ass. Some are sometimes saying:
“Yes, but you know, we are not many and how come that everybody is against us?”, kick their ass!
Fly higher, do not look at the flock that doesn’t know how to fly and which doesn’t even want to know that
it is possible to fly. Look higher, you will see there the only interesting butt, Rael’s oneJ. As long as you see
his butt, it means that you haven’t reached his level.
Then, you have the choice between a stinky fly down or you can beat your wings stronger to go higher
where he calls you, go where he tells you to go.
-- “Yes but no one will follow, Oh Prophet, no one will follow and we are already so few. If you take us
higher, we will even be less numerous!”
-- “Yes, It is done on purpose”
This process is necessary for the refinement of the consciousness, this diamond that
we have between our ears. We so not seek for numbers, we look for quality.
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Here is for you a small taste of the coming summer seminar…
Let’s have a more panoramic view.
The more we elevate ourselves, the more panoramic is the view. This is the macro-biology I told you about
already.
What is this whole creation about? We have been created, they took dust, and they animated it to create
consciousness, one to start with, then more to follow… What is this for? Wouldn’t it be better to remain as
dust?
No, because there is something left after. There is a refinement of the consciousness. Remember that the
Elohim are taking the best, those who elevate themselves, those who fly higher. They take them and they
put them in an Indian reserve on the Eternals’ planet. One day, we, humans, will do the same thing. Who
are we going to put in our own Indian reserve where they will have eternity? Only those who fly higher than
the others. Those who fly lower, even in the Elohim’s civilization, they live on the Elohim’s planet, they are
happy, they have dumb TV shows, they have horse races, lottery. But those who are accepted on the planet
of the eternals, they are different. They fly high. This is the selection I am talking about.
Let’s make a step back to go ahead better…
What are these creations and selection useful for ?
In this infinite universe, infinite in all directions, in all senses and in all times, why is this useful? Why is
there such a selection? We can ask the question.
There are things we cannot really answer because we cannot even conceive them with our current brain,
but there is a process of “conscientization” of the infinite in the universe of which we are. It means that in a
infinite number of locations in the universe, there is a global process of consciousness’ elevation by the
selection of those who fly higher. This is a beginning of an answer.
With that you should feel less lonely. As when you fly very high and you feel far from the unconscious
mass, just like the few neurons of our consciousness in our body may feel terribly far from the mass of the
cells of the legs, the liver, the intestine and they may feel like “we should go down there, we’d rather be
like the “shit” we have inside us”. The consciousness may feel like that but on the contrary, it must elevate
itself infinitely and shouldn’t feel lonely.
When you feel lonely, tell yourself that in the universe, there are an infinite number of people who are in
the process of refining their conscience to elevate themselves always higher and to belong maybe to the
conscience of the infinitely large being in which we are. Interesting, isn’t it?
This is why you cannot feel lonely and you always have the choice between flying down to the « shit » or
elevate yourself, and take it and understand it as a privilege. Never should the glimpse of a disappointment
reach you when you enter a Raelian meeting with the Prophet where you could say: “how come we are not
thousands?”. On the contrary, rejoice! If one day we are thousands, it will be either because I have
disappeared or because my brain has been damaged by aging and I would have become politically correct.
In such a case, lots of people would join us, but it wouldn’t be a good sign. Rejoice from this singularity that
you represent and that you should keep on representing by imagining and dreaming of course that we are
having all the seagulls fly off the ground. But even if they were all flying, we would have to fly higher. We
shouldn’t feel satisfied to see them all reach our level; otherwise we would miss our function of awakener,
of raiser of consciousness. We will have to always stay concentrated on keeping this difference in altitude.
If the flock flies higher, the difference between the flock and us must stay big, always infinitely bigger,
otherwise we would cease elevating them and it means we would fail our vocation. Keep that in mind. It is
you to whom I talk now. You shouldn’t say: “ I am only a small Raelian and Rael is wonderful”. I am talking
to you as, if I die tomorrow – and I had the feeling lately that it was close but it is getting better now—it is
you all here who would take over, otherwise my life would have been for nothing and the seagull that was
flying high would have been flying for nothing. Its flight would have been useless. You amongst the most
simple, those who are shy, those who feel they are not brilliant, those who are not even level 1, all of you
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will keep on flying high, on transmitting my teaching, this light, this amazing hope, a hope for all, a hope
even for those who have decided it is better to stay down with their feet in the “shit” and who look full of
hatred at those who fly higher. Despite this, we work for them all. To save this planet we also have to save
those who hate us. We are also giving them a more beautiful future with more stupid TV shows, more
horse racing, but where they will be happy, at least less unhappy with small pleasures instead of killing
each other, making war, slaughtering each other and collecting dramas in their life. Not so bad. Also in this
continuous flux of human beings who are born and who die, there are small diamonds who are there to fly
and join us and we must be here for them as a headlight so that suddenly they look at the sky and they
start to fly.
They will hear “ It’s a sect, come back down !” , but they will still climb, if your light is strong enough. Is
your light strong enough? It is your duty to culture it, being 100% concentrated upward as in this infinite
climbing of the consciousness heights, it is as if you were climbing the Alps in Switzerland. You have to look
up, always reminding yourself that you may be high but it is nothing compared to what is left to climb and
that you are able to do it. But you must desire it and you should never look down telling yourself: “I was
feeling better down there, at least no one was pointing their finger at me, no one was looking at me, no
one was hating me.”
But the more people hate you, the closer
you are to reach a level closer to the
light. Those who don’t see the light hate
those who elevate themselves as they
make them realize their inability to see
what you see. This is why they hate you.
Forgive them, they don’t feel what you
feel. Forgive them, they don’t understand
what you understand. Forgive them. And
this is why we cannot hate them but they
hate us automatically as they don’t
understand what we understand, they
don’t feel what we feel and they don’t see
what we see. There is nothing more
terrible than someone telling you: “did
you see, there is a mountain full of lights
with a pink flower at its top that is two
kilometers wide”.
-- “I don’t see anything ?”
-- “Yes, here, I am going there now and I will devote my life to it”
-- “But he is crazy, it’s a sect.”.. and he starts to hate you. But you see the rose and the lotus with its
thousands petals at the top of the mountain and you have decided to climb this Everest of consciousness
and this is why you are here with me.
It is 3pm now and we are in contact with those who created the seagulls, the first seagull and all those
that follow after so that this conducting thread of humanity for which a generation is a fraction of a second
and a millennium is a minute and which links us directly on this first Sunday of April, to Adam and Eve, to
the Elohim, to the Elohim of the Elohim and to those who will call us like that one day.

After the transmissions, our Beloved Prophet said a few more words:
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“I learned something that gave me lots of enthusiasm, it is about your free hug actions. Our enemies may
say that Raelians are doing it for publicity, etc. But I was told that young people, 12 or 13 year olds, saw
you do it and they made their own posters and started to do free hugs as well. I think it is so beautiful, you
are changing society. You are training young people to give love without expecting anything in return as
they don’t have a message to spread! You are wonderful. I am happy when you do it, but I am happier
when non-Raelians do it as this is the goal, to change the planet with the love that it lacks so much.
Congratulations for inspiring youngsters like you did! I was imagining the parents in the evening…
- “we saw the Raelians” ;
- “it’s a sect”
- “yes but we did like them” …
Ohlala ! They cannot criticize the fact of giving free hugs to others but at the same time they are not happy
as it is an idea of Rael just like Clitoraid attracts lots of people by its actions but some find it suddenly
terrible when they realize that Rael had the original idea. Tell them next time: “would you find it better if
Rael was in favor of circumcision?” It is weird, it is laughable and it is normal. They are normal seagulls and
you are flying seagulls, it is there that lays the difference.
I will end with a small prophecy as a Prophet is there to deliver prophecies. It is a short term prophecy, a
small prophecy, the kind that helps big prophecies to be acceptedJ
I am very optimistic about what is going on, on Earth, especially with the young people in the US. You have
seen what happened with the manipulation of emotions after the Sept 11 attacks where Bush arrived and
manipulated emotions in order to create hatred, illegal wars – they are all illegal by essence--, illegal
occupations, illegal detention like in Guatanamo bay, a terrible campaign of hatred, a sickening slaughter…
it is a world of terror. The manipulated American people have supported Bush’s decision by 80% at first and
now this has dropped to 25% and there is a generation of young Americans, very young, who are doing
their own videos and this is awesome. I predict a new generation of peace and love, of young Americans
who are coming up with long hair, shirts with flowers like in the old good time of the 60s and who want
only one thing: peace and love, peace, we are fed up with the military…
I read a piece of news that pleased me this morning even if it is sad. There has been more death by suicide
in the British army over the past three years than during the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. Wow ! 480
deaths during the fights and 620 by suicide. It means that military people are unhappy. Our genetic code is
made for love and peace and if people are pushed to kill, they do it but they are feeling bad. We are feeling
good when we are in love, surrounded by love, we can feel it. Because of some emotions, we might kill
people who have hurt us, but it doesn’t fix anything. It doesn’t fix the despair one feels after loosing people
in an attack. Love your enemies; it is the message of Jesus. When you are hit on the left cheek, offer the
right one. It is the only hope for humanity, to stop being manipulated by some emotions and be
manipulated by the reason; to become what we are supposed to be according to our given name, homo
sapiens, which means wise man, a man guided by wisdom instead of being guided by his emotions.
Politicians have only one goal: to use emotions to manipulate people and this must stop, and it is happening
less and less.
My last prophecy is that a world revolution is happening. The young people will gather through the Internet
and say “Basta, we have had enough of your bullshit, we don’t want it anymore, we don’t want your big
chiefs anymore, your big politics, your big armies, we want peace.”
I am very very optimistic, especially in America which is unfortunately a leader in violence but, following the
yin and the yang principle, when there is an excess in one direction, it goes all the way to the other
direction and this is what is happening now. To go from 80% support to Bush to 25%, there isn’t a better
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illustration of what I was announcing at our convention two years ago when it was at its worse. It is now
happening.
Do not feel desperate with what is happening, on the contrary, everything is fine. But we must move our
butt, we must participate, we shouldn’t stop being active and repeating what we have said all along; I have
trust in the fantastic and amazing young generation. I have had a few contacts with young people for
example about what happened to me in Wallis, Switzerland, where I requested a permit for residency which
was denied to me – by the way, I don’t want this residency, I was asking just to see; even if they give it to
me, I will not stay, but we will keep on asking as we are right to denounce what they did-I am not Swiss, I am planetary and you too, you are not Swiss, we are planetary. We don’t want these
frontiers anymore. We are the children of the Earth, children of Humanity; we are close to the Chinese, to
the Americans. What a stupidity these frontiers!
I was watching a TV series this week showing catastrophic events as catastrophes always sell. Media and
politicians are accomplices in the way they play with the passions and the fears of people to sell their news
everyday and attract audiences. They were saying that in Europe it is frightening, there is not enough
births, not enough people to pay for the pensions, etc, you know the story. The journalist was saying: “If
we cannot push people to have children….”. It is terrible to say that! They want to push people in rich
countries to have children so that people in poor countries cannot emigrate. Wow, so much love!
“You, you cannot enter! We don’t have enough children but we will push our wives to have children and you
can stay in your mess”. It would be so simple and already some intelligent countries have started to do it,
to say: “we don’t have enough children, no problem, there are countries which have too many of them, let’s
welcome them and push them by education to have less after, so that we don’t get too many on this blue
planet that is already quite polluted because of overpopulation.” This is a big hope that we are starting to
see, the stupidity of the frontiers and the fact that we are a planetary village and that it is the only solution
for children to stop writing on walls ‘NO FUTURE” but rather “ WHAT A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE we have” if we
tell how stupid these frontiers, these national governments and these nationalisms are. Also we start to
realize that either we save ourselves together or we destroy ourselves mutually, and this is coming. I am
very confident it is happening.
This being said, when Raelians meet and have children, I am very happy. They are children born thanks to
me. But don’t have too many of them!.”
A little later, he added…
“Regarding the explanation I gave earlier about the privilege to be just a few, I don’t want you to say: “Rael
says that because he has no choice”. No, no, remember at the beginning we had weird people joining us,
some had really lots to work onJ but now it is much more refined, there are almost only top-ranked
individuals. I would like you to see that this is not an excuse, a justification. Each time that someone joins
us, that the door opens and someone comes in, do not say “cool here is a newcomer”, but rather tell
yourself: “does he deserve us?”
Because it is not obvious. You must have these type of thoughts when you spread the message; it will give
you a great comfort and will make you brighter. You don’t need to say “we must find new disciples, we
must convert” No, we diffuse, but do the people we talk to deserve to join us? Will they join a sect that will
be a crutch to replace an intellectual and moral void or a lack of hope? It is good if it helps them to have a
good time, but do they deserve it? Did they understand well? One must deserve to be with us, one must
deserve to be with the last Prophet. He welcomes them all, he will give them all a caress, he will look at
them with compassion and love, but it doesn’t mean that they have fully understood what it means to
elevate themselves spiritually. Forgive them, they don’t know what they do. Forgive them, they don’t know
who they are. I am full of forgiveness and compassion for these people. However think about all this and
you will feel so well instead of winging on the fact that you are alone in your town and that you don’t find
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any other disciple. Tell yourself: “there isn’t anyone who deserves to join me otherwise he would already
have done so”. We are easy to find on the Internet. Those who come, you have been like them, they have
the enthusiasm at first but family and their friends say: “Rael, pedophilia and other dumb things”. It is
wonderful that such things happen as they are filters for dumb people. All those who join us and are not too
strong cannot stay with us. Super! The filter is working well. Those who come despite the critics, they have
looked for themselves, they have searched and they know what is behind the critics.
This joy of life that you have, do not let it drop because of some frustration linked to a low number of
Raelians. We don’t need to be a lot, we need quality, we need people who understand and the filters do
their job. You don’t need to justify them. The filter is useful
- “Rael, your philosophy is interesting, but why do you dress like that ? you look like a clown. Why do you
have this ridiculous knot on your head? We would have more people if..
My answer is: “It is done on purpose, they are anti-dumb filters”.
There are people who look at me and decide not to talk to me. Great! I am saving a lot of time. And there
are those who say “what is behind these clothes, what is your philosophy?”… I don’t want to loose time
with those who are making fun of my clothes.
Be yourselves with your outfits, your look, your words, and your disguise. When I come and see you, I
disguise myself into Rael as it is my disguise as well, an anti-dumb disguise, and it works really well.
Have fun and you will see you will be happy to be remarkable.
Be remarkable people who made dumb people afraid, you will save
a lot of time and those who are intelligent will say : “what is
behind it?” You will have saved time. Remember Einstein and his
hair. He wasn’t politically correct. Remember Mozart. Be yourself,
live your clown life; there are people who want to know what is
behind the clown. There are more chances that people will come
to you like that rather than coming to you when you have a suite
and a tie.
Seagulls have wings, they are being looked at, especially if they
are pink seagulls, it is stronger. Be yourself; express your color
before the pigments that compose you, return to the Earth.

NEWS AND VIEWS
RAEL has sent his congratulations to the leaders of the Church of Scientology in Europe who
won at the European Court for Human Rights, the right to be recognized as a Church in Russia after being
denied by this country. Our Beloved Prophet expresses his joy to see such a decision which will force other
countries to respect this basic right for all religious minorities all over Europe, especially in France, Belgium
and Switzerland where discrimination is unfortunately too common.
Our Beloved Prophet added : “the media are obviously biased regarding this subject of respecting human
rights since none of the Swiss or French media have reported the news. If the Church of Scientology had
been condemned, it would have been on the first pages but when it wins, no one talks about it! It is then
our duty as members of a minority to let the public know as the Catholic and Masonic mafia, allied for such
a case, tries to hide the truth by controlling all media. Luckily the Internet among other free media, can
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claim the truth. The decision of the European Court must be respected by all 46 European countries which
are members of this convention. The national legal systems will be forced to apply it in all of our requests,
especially in France, Switzerland and Belgium !”

Sean Penn Honorary Guide of the Raelian Movement
From the start, the actor and director Sean Penn has denounced the war organized
by Bush and his sponsors in Afghanistan and Iraq. From the start, he has been
asking for violence to stop!
On the 4th anniversary of the invasion of Iraq, he read a text that he also had
printed in the Washington Post. We chose to reproduce it down here, for our
pleasure. You will see similar words as the ones delivered by our Beloved Prophet
over the past 4 years and more. For his support of absolute non-violence, for his respect for all lives, Rael
has nominated him honorary Guide of Humanity.
Here is Sean Penn’s text :
Four and a half years ago, I addressed the issue of war in an open letter to our President. Today
I would like to again speak to him and his, directly. Mr. President, Mr. Cheney, Ms. Rice et al:
Indeed America has a rich history of greatness -indeed, America is still today a devastating
military superpower.
And because, in the absence of a competent or brave Congress, of a mobilized citizenry, that
level of power lies in your hands, it is you who have misused it to become our country's and our
constitution's most devastating enemy. You have broken our country and our hearts. The
needless blood on your hands, and therefore, on our own, is drowning the freedom, the security,
and the dream that America might have been, once healed of and awakened by, the tragedy of
September 11, 2001.
But now, we are encouraged to self-censor any words that might be perceived as inflammatory if our belief is that this war should stop today. We cower as you point fingers telling us to
"support our troops." Well, you and the smarmy pundits in your pocket, those who bathe in the
moisture of your soiled and bloodstained underwear, can take that noise and shove it. We will be
snowed no more. Let's make this crystal clear. We do support our troops in our stand, while you
exploit them and their families. The verdict is in. You lied, connived, and exploited your own
countrymen and most of all, our troops.
You Misters Bush and Cheney; you Ms. Rice are villainously and criminally obscene people,
obscene human beings, incompetent even to fulfill your own self-serving agenda, while tragically
neglectful and destructive of ours and our country's. And I got a question for your daughters Mr.
Bush. They're not children anymore. Do they support your policy in Iraq? If they do, how dare
they not be in uniform, while the children of the poor; black, white, Asian, Hispanic, and all the
other American working men and women are slaughtered, maimed and flown back into this
country under cover of darkness.
Now, because I've been on the streets of Baghdad during this occupational war, outside the
Green Zone, without security, and you haven't; I've met children there. In that country of 25
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million, these children have now suffered minimally, a rainstorm of civilian death around and
among them totaling the equivalent of two hundred September 11ths in just four years of war.
Two hundred 9/11s. Two hundred 9/11s.
You want to rattle sabers toward Iran now? Let me tell you something about Iran, because I've
been there and you haven't. Iran is a great country. A great country. Does it have its haters? You
bet. Just like the United States has its haters. Does it have a corrupt regime? You bet. Just like
the United States has a corrupt regime. Does it want a nuclear weapon? Maybe. Do we have one?
You bet. But the people of Iran are great people. And if we give that corrupt leadership, (by
attacking Iran militarily) the opportunity to unify that great country in hatred against us, we'll
have been giving up one of our most promising future allies in decades. If you really know
anything about Iran, you know exactly what I'm referring to. Of course your administration
belittles diplomatic potential there, as those options rely on a credibility and geopolitical influence
that you have aggressively squandered worldwide.
Speaking of squandering, how about the billion and a half dollars a day our Iraq-focused military
is spending, where three weeks of that kind of spending, would pay the tab on a visionary levybuilding project in New Orleans and relieve the entire continent of Africa from starvation and the
spread of disease. Not to mention the continued funds now necessary, to not only rebuild our
education and healthcare systems, but also, to give care and aid to the veterans of this war, both
American and our Iraqi allies and friends who have lost everything.
You say we've kept the war on terror off our shores by responding to a criminal act of terror
through state sponsored unilateral aggression in a country that took no part in that initial crime.
That this war would be fought in Iraq or fought here. They are not our toilet. They are a country
of human beings whose lives, while once oppressed by Saddam, are now lived in Dante's inferno.
My 15-year-old daughter was working on a comparative essay this week (you can ask Condi what
a comparative essay is, as academic exercises fit the limits of her political expertise.) My
daughter's essay, which understood substance over theory, discusses the strengths of the
Nuremberg trial justice beside the alternate strategy of truth and reconciliation in South Africa,
and I quote: "When we observe distinctions between one power and another, one justice and
another, we consider the divide between retribution and reconciliation, of closure and disclosure."
I can't do her essay justice in this forum, but at its core, it asks how, when, and why we
compromise toward peace, punish for war, or balance both for something more.
This may focus another soft spot in the rhetoric of both sides. We're told not to engage in the
"politics of attack." To "keep away from the negative"...Well, Mr. Bush, when speaking of your
administration, that would leave us silent, and impotent indeed.
So, in conclusion, I address my remaining remarks to the choir: We all played nice recently at the
sad passing of former President Ford. Pundits and players on all sides re-visited his pardoning of
Richard Nixon with praise, stating that a divided nation found unity. But what of that precedent
on deterrence now? Where is justice now? Let's unite, not only in stopping this war, but holding
this administration accountable as well. Without impeachment, justice cannot prevail. In our time,
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or our children's. And let's make it clear to democrats and republicans alike that we are not willing
to wait on '08 to hear them say again: "If I'd known then, what I know now."
Even in a so-called victory, what we saw yesterday was a House of Representatives that couldn't
bring itself to represent either conscience or constituents. It's a tragedy that the Democratic
Party's leadership in Congress refuses to allow the House to vote on Barbara Lee's amendment
for a fully funded, orderly withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq by the end of this year. Elites
circled the war wagons against this proposal, and postponed the day of reckoning that must
come as soon as possible - a complete pullout of U.S. military forces from Iraq.
There are presidential candidates who understand this. We do have candidates of conscience. As
things stand today, I will be voting for Dennis Kucinich, who has fought this war from the
beginning. You might say Kucinich can't win. Well, we have an opportunity to re-establish the
credibility of democracy as viewed by the world at large.
We can fire our current president. We can choose the next president. You and me, the farmer in
Wisconsin, the boys at Google, and Bill Gates.
It's up to us to choose. Why don't we choose?!
Sean Penn

Our Beloved Prophet has expressed his support to President Mugabe and his government in Zimbabwe
which decided to create a new radio station in order to counter the Western media that are, according to
them, organizing propaganda against President Robert Mugabe. “We are under siege, bombarded by
western media programs” has denounced the minister of Information, Sikhanyiso Ndlovu.
Our Beloved Prophet made the following comments regarding this action:
This is another admirable decision of Robert Mugabe. It is about time that African people stop being
intoxicated by the media of the old colonizers who are still acting with their imperialist manners trying
to prevent, with their propaganda, the real decolonization that still needs to be done : religious,
cultural and economical. The creation of African radios and later of a network of televisions via a pan
African satellite, a kind of CNN in Kama, which could be called KNN (Kama News Network) will permit
to finally destroy the media domination of the old colonizers. They will be able to explain that to take
the land from the descendants of the colonizers in order to give them to the poor African farmers is
not being racist but it is rending social justice. The descendants of the colonizers wouldn’t be the
owners of hundreds of thousand of acres if their ancestors hadn’t taken them illegally, using their
force. Mugabe never said to the white people to go out of the country. He just took back what their
ancestors had stolen so that he can redistribute it to the descendants of those who had their land
stolen. The descendants of the colonizers were free to stay and work as the other ones. … but they
wanted to keep the privilege they received from their ancestor’s pillage and western powers wanted
it too, so that the wealth of Africa as well as the power that goes with it, can stay exclusively in the
hands of the descendants of the colonizers so that they can keep on doing their politics of
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imperialists with these false Africans as accomplices – false Africans as they felt like African only
when they owned something; once they had lost their privileges, they left to live in another country;
so much for their supposed love of the country—If they had felt like real Zimbabweans they would
have accepted to stay and still contribute to the economy of the country, in an equal manner with the
black population. Instead of doing that, they preferred to get out of the country as for them it was
better to go rather than not being the masters anymore…

Our Beloved Prophet also expressed his support to two artists who disturbed…
the sculptor Cosimo Cavallaro who was supposed to expose at the beginning of
April, during Easter week, a chocolate statue of Jesus, in the gallery of a hotel in
Manhattan.
The local bishop didn’t like it and put pressure on the hotel so that the exposition
was banned. The reason for his anger wasn’t because he was afraid people
would prefer to eat the chocolate Jesus instead of his “tasteless” bread Jesus. No
No, the reason of his big drama was the fact that Jesus was represented as he
was on the cross, that is to say, naked J What is funny is that all American
media showed only a representation of the statue from the back. It is only by
finding the picture shown on the right, in a New Zealand newspaper, that I
realized why he was so chocked… very happy to see that New Zealand is comfortable with the fact that
Jesus had a penisJ
J.A.M Montoya, a Spanish artist is doing rather well in that
department as well and our Beloved Prophet congratulated
him too. You can see one of his pieces called “Masturbation
of Jesus by Mary” J, published with some others of his
pieces in a booklet sponsored by a regional government in
Spain. There again, the Catholic Church wasn’t too pleasedJ
A new law has just passed in Japan which allows women
who want to divorce, the right to have their share of the
family fortune that has been acquired during their life
together. Japanese women have been very dependant on
their husband’s money for millennia and to think about
divorce for them is almost unthinkable as it simply leads to poverty. This change in Japanese society which
allows women to choose with whom they want to live is fundamental. Our Beloved Prophet said: “This is
great news ! We support these new laws which give the possibility to the people who are not happy
together to be happy again alone or with other partners. Freedom freedom!”
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STRUCTURE
For info to all the members of the Raelian Movement who live in countries where they cannot state that
they are Raelians as they could face jail or death….
An article published by the BBC on April 13th J
The Internet has given the individual unprecedented power to reach out to millions but some
governments are cautious, even hostile, to giving their citizens free access to ideas they deem too
democratic and dangerous.
Cuba, Egypt, Tunisia: they are all popular with holiday makers but they also censor and even lock
up journalists and bloggers. This is why the media rights group, Reporters Without Borders, has
published The Handbook for Bloggers and Cyber-Dissidents.
"There is another side to the picture post-card," said Robert Menard, secretary general, Reporters
Without Borders. "There are around 100 people in jail in Tunisia and the entire media is controlled
by the powers that be and there are bloggers who have been locked up just for criticizing the
Tunisian president."
In many countries a journalism student covering a demonstration of school children would be
commended for his initiative.
In Syria, student Mesud Hamid posted photos on the net of Kurdish pupils demanding equal rights.
He was arrested while taking an exam at university.
"I was tortured," he said. "For one year and three months I was held in a cell measuring one metre
by two. I didn't see the sun or sky for all that time." Mr Hamid has since fled to France.
Remaining anonymous
So what do you do if you want to escape detection from authorities who might not like your work
as much as you do? The Handbook for Bloggers and Cyber-Dissidents is pretty technical but it also
contains some simple tips, so you can say what you think without having to worry the censors or
cyber-police too much.
If you want to protect your anonymity you can use a proxy, using a proxy is very simple. Anybody
can do it even if you're not a geek. "The first thing is don't write anything under your real name,"
said Julien Pain of Reporters Without Borders. "Even if you are using a pen name, then you have to
be careful because the authorities can track you down on the internet." You might be tight-lipped
about who you are, but your computer is screaming your presence all over the net. All netconnected computers get assigned an IP address - which ensures that they data you request is
sent to the right place. It can let people know which websites you have visited, which e-mails you
have sent and which articles you have posted. But if you are clever you can cover your tracks.
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"If you want to protect your anonymity you can use a proxy, using a proxy is very simple. Anybody
can do it even if you're not a geek," said Mr Pain.
Now there are two ways you can do this. An open proxy is essentially a computer, based elsewhere
on the web, through which you can surf, send e-mails or post articles anonymously. You have to
change your IP address to one listed on various sites and, in principle you should be able to work
anonymously. "In principle", because open proxies can also be used by hackers, so administrators
often block them after a few days. Another option might be a web-based proxy site abroad like
Anonymouse or ProxyLord. They are going down well among surfers and bloggers in China.
Great Wall of China
China's censorship machine blocks information in various ways. "The authorities would not be able
to trace the IP because you're doing this through a proxy site, and that's probably the most
efficient way now for the readers in China now to visit officially blocked websites," explained
Xiaorong Li, a research professor at the University of Maryland.
Proxies have their drawbacks as they can be blocked. But for a very effective, albeit technical way
of staying anonymous you could use The Onion Router (TOR). This is so called because the data it
sends between computers is encrypted in successive layers like an onion. The data also takes an
unpredictable path through all the proxies making up the TOR network. Each proxy peels off a layer
of encryption, revealing the next proxy it has to go to. Intercept the message at any point and the
identities of both sender and recipient are protected. Not until it arrives, can the message be read.
There are less technical ways of avoiding censorship. In China filters seek out specific words that
the authorities consider contentious. The mere mention of Tiananmen Square would be enough to
get you noticed. But you may, however, be able to fox the filters. "If you want to put the words
June 4th, you put a comma or a period in between June and 4th, so they are not one phrase and
that enables this word to evade detection through the filter, because the filter works by phrases:
June 4th or 1989," explained Xiaorong Li. "If you put some kind of punctuation between the words
they become not a phrase but readers can perfectly understand what you are saying." There is no
sure-fire way of staying anonymous on the web and avoiding detection. But if you are careful about
what you do, you can cut down your chances of being caught up by the cyber-police.

Reminder for all the members of the International Raelian Movement:
Whatever responsibility has been given to you, whether it is a continental or planetary one, this doesn’t
mean that you have no obligation locally, as a member of the local Raelian Movement where you live. If a
planetary or a continental responsible is fully independent in his task from his National Guide, when the
National Guide requires his participation to a local event, our Beloved Prophet reminds us that he “MUST
absolutely obey the directives of his National Guide or Continental Guide, including attending meetings,
trainings and any other local activity. »
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For our pleasure…
Cameron, our Internet manager, has gathered some of the data which were available on our website for
the past 12 months of activities, knowing that these sites are privileged places where those who want to
know about our philosophy are visiting.
Here after a few tables as well as the comments of our Beloved Prophet:
“Congratulations to Cameron for all the data which summarizes a year of visits with people who read the
books as well as the actual numbers of the members of the Raelian Movement.
These numbers show that we are not in 86 countries anymore, but in 182 countries!
It is also fantastic to see that the USA is first as it is a priority, as well as the excellent results from South
Korea!
It is interesting to note that, regarding the number of members, France is still second in number but African
countries like Ivory Coast are coming close.
Canada is at the 4th position with South Korea and Burkina Faso real close!
Finally it is fascinating to see that the USA is in the 8th position with 132 members, in front of Italy, Belgium
and Switzerland which have existed for a while now.
No media can ever say now that the Raelian Movement is an organization which counts mainly French
speaking people. French people are a small minority if we compare to the total number of structure
members: 2300 members including 288 French people.
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our Message influences the planet !!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNV9FEKi9FQ
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